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Most of the world’s population now live in big cities. As cities grow bigger,
there are bound to be dark corners. Local people who are familiar with an area
would avoid using certain side streets unless they have no other choice. However,
for tourists from out of town and those who must work in the area, a smart
pedestrian GPS with “urban sensors” would be very useful to guide people move
around in the area. We study urban sensors that can identify specific types of
people, events, and situations on city streets to build real-time pedestrian guiding
systems. For example, homeless and drunk people may be detected and traced by
street cameras that are now ubiquitous in all cities. Occasional unrest, fire or
natural disasters may also be detected by urban sensors built from social or crowd
sensing to mark certain areas too dangerous to use. Algorithms and techniques can
be integrated for real time detection of urban events and situations. Combined with
historical data analytics, urban sensing can make predictions on the perimeter of
areas for people to avoid. In this talk, the issues, techniques and challenges for
urban sensing are presented.
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